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Fluorescence Lifetime lmaging

Made Easy
Fluorescence lifetime imaging microscopy (FLIM), which
measures the spatial distribution of the fluorescence decay, can
be achieved either in the time or in the frequency domain . Each
approach exhibits advantages and disadvantages, depending
on the type of light detector and acquisition method employed.
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BY GERHARD HOLST, PCO AG

T

he term fluorescence is ofte n applied
as a synonym for photoluminescence, although luminescence actually covers fluorescence and phosphorescence. Both of these terms describe the
process of absorption of light at a higher
energy and subsequent re-emission at a
lower energy. In this article, the terms
fluorescence and photoluminescence will
be considered interchangeable. Depending on the dye, the absorption of photon
energy is not instantaneous. The absorption instead requires a finite amou nt of
time, and the same a lso applies to the
emission process, in that the dye continues to emit light for a short period of time
after cessation of the excitation. Termed
decay rate or lifetime, this emission
decay process is a fundamental property
that characterizes the dye, a long with its
specific spectra l behav ior.
The emission process can always be
described by an exponential decay over
time, although, as often as not, several
exponential factors may be required to
properly describe the observed behavior.
The fluorescence lifetime can provide
additional informatio n about the dye or
about its immediate environment, and
the predictability of this behavior is often
used as the basis for sensing applications.
There are, for example, fluorescence
dyes that, following excitation, non optically transfer their excess energy
to another dye molecule if it is nearby,
resulting in a so-called Förster resonance
energy transfer (FRET). FRET shortens
the decay rate and is used to measure
interactions between the molecules,
indicating, for example, processes like
dimerization of proteins as intra-cellular
behavior. FRET, as a measuring method,
is well-established to investigate intracellular processes. Unfortunately, the
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Figure 1. The time responses of light signols for excitation light (blue) and luminescence emission
(orange) . The left signals show the time response in the time domain. lf the luminophore is excited with
a light pulse of rectangular shape, the emission shows a chorocteristic rise and decay shape. The right
signals show the time response in the frequency domain. lf the luminophore is excited with a continuous
sinusoidal light signal, the emission shows a change in omplitude and constant part plus a delay compared to the excitation. Courtesy of PCO AG.
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Figure 2. Black-and-white image of a piece of o Porites coral with the false color coded distribution of
oxygen across the corol skeleton caused by the oxygen production due to photosynthesis of the olgae
living in the caral skeleton. The sample had been illuminated before. The oxygen scale is given in percent
air saturation of the water. Courtesy of PCO AG.

two dyes - a donor and an acceptor of
the energy - used for FRET must have
overlapping spectral properti.es to act as
a FRET pair. The standard measuring
process is consequently more timeconsuming because the donor fluorescence has tobe measured before and after
the acceptor has been bleached to determine the required measurement of the
FRET efficiency. This efficiency is a measure of how near the two molecules have
been. An alternative method would be the
measurement of the donor fluorescence
lifetime, because the comparison of these
results to the lifetimes of control experiments delivers the same information.
Camera-based systems that are capable
of measuring the spatial distribution of
fluorescence decay have been described in
the literature since the start of the 1990s1 .
In the meantime, the acronym FLIM has
become the established term for fluorescence lifetime imaging or fluorescence
lifetime imaging microscopy.
How is a fluorescence lifetime image
acquired? From a technical standpoint
this can be achieved either in the time
or in the frequency domain, with each
approach exhibiting both advantages and
disadvantages, depending on the type
of light detector and acquisition method
employed.

FLIM in the time domain
Figure 1 illustrates an ideal response
of the fluorescence over time following
cessation of the excitation. The fluorescence decay can be acquired via a variety
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Figure 3. Characteristic parameters describing the invalved sinusaidal light signals: excitatian amplitude
(a,.Jand constant part (b,.J, em ission amplitude (a,m) and constant part (b,m) and the time delay or phase
angle (<!>). Courtesy ol PCO AG.

of methods, and it is then modeled with
appropriate decay times. In general, one
either already knows how many lifetimes
are to be expected, or the model is reiterated until the best fit is obtained .
For imaging applications, which
measure the spatial distribution of the
lifetime, scanning methods are employed.
Time-correlated single photon counting systems, as marketed by Picoquant,
Becker & Hickl and Horiba, is the
established approach for weakly emitting
dyes. Alternatively, a camera can be used
to integrale the fluorescence emission
over a short portion of the decay curve,
where the spatial distribution of the

lifetime is then calculated in combination with one or more such acquisitions
over further portions of the decay curve.
Photon counting is a highly sensitive
rnethod and is best-suited to weakly
emitting dyes. Appropriate systems must
exhibit adequate bandwidth so that the
oftentimes very rapid light emission and
correspondingly short lifetimes are measured accurately and are not distorted.
Such measurement systems are available,
for example, from Photonic Research
Systems.
One application is the measurement
of the distribution of the oxygen partial
pressure across a planar sensing foil,

Figure 4 . The FLIM camera system in two different microscope settings. Courtesy ol PCO AG.t
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Figure 5. Förster resononce energy tronsler (FRET) meosurement ol HEK-293 cells expressing o protein DJ-1 coupled with o FRET dye poir CFP/ YFP (A~, = 447 nm,
modulotion = 30 MHz). The lelt image shaws the fluorescence intensity of the meosured cells. The middle image gives the phose angle based fluore scence liletime
distribution with o folse color coding scaled lrom 500 ps to 4 ns . The right imoge shows the liletime imoge weighted with the fluorescence intensity with the same
lolse color coding . The weighting suppresses the noisy liletime volues. The dillerences in liletimes are in the ronge of 800 ps to 1.7 ns . The dillerences between the
nucleus, the cytoplosmo ond the membrone sheet ore clearly visible . Courtesy ol F.S. Wouters ond G . Bunt, University Medicine Göttingen .

which is positioned in contact with the
sample that should be investigated, for a
piece of coral or a marine sediment. In
the example in Figure 2, a piece of coral
was placed on top of an oxygen sensing optode (optical chemical sensor) and
the oxygen distribution below the coral
skeleton was measured after the coral had
been exposed to light2• The activity of the
bacteria living in the coral skeleton can
be seen by their light-induced generation
of oxygen. Figure 2 shows the oxygen
distribution in the water below the coral
after an exposure to light in percent air
saturation (false color coded).

FLIM in the frequency domain
In the measurement of FLIM in the
frequency domain approach, dye fluorescence is excited with continuously

modulated light. Taking, for simplicity's sake, a sine wave modulation of
the excitation, the fluorescence from the
dye follows this modulation, although it
is delayed because of the dye's excited
state lifetime. Figure 3 depicts both the
excitation (blue) and the fluorescence
light (orange). The fluorescence also
exhibits a different ratio of the modulated
component to the (constant) background
intensity, compared to that of the excitation light. The delay is technically termed
the phase angle or phase angle delay (<ll),
while the aforementioned ratio is termed
the modulation index (m). Both of these
parameters can be determined by appropriate sampling of the signal.
By acquiring an image at each of four
different sampling points, then spatial
distributions for the fluorescence intensity

I, phase angle et> and modulation index m
can be visualized (simplified equations):

/1 - /3)
<t>=arctan ( - -lo - 12

These images were taken over a certain
time window shorter than the period of
the sinusoidal signal and integrated with
the same exposure time.
Assuming that it is possible to know
the zero phase position of the system,
which includes the light source, optical
path, sample, optical path and detector,
the lifetime distribution can be calculated
directly from that of the phase angle and
the modulation index . In contrast to mea-

Figure 6. Endogenous fluorescence meosurement ol o lily ol the valley slice somple (Ab, = 447 nm, modulotion = 30 MHz). The left image shows the lluorescence
intensity. The middle imoge gives the phase angle based fluorescence liletime distribution with o lolse color coding scoled lrom 500 ps to 4 ns. The right imoge shows
the liletime image weighted with the fluorescence intensity with the some lolse color coding . The weighting suppresses the noisy liletime values. Courtesy ol PCO AG.
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Figure 7. Basic microscope setup for FLIM with the new comero system, pco.flim. From left to right: the loser diode light source (Rapp OptoElectronic), the pco.flim
comero system (PCO AG), the opticol coupling unit with de-speckling (Rapp OptoElectronic) ond an inverse fluorescence microscope (Zeiss AG). Courtesy of PCO AG.

surements in the time domain, the excitation is continuously active and must thus
be effectively optically filtered. Also, as
the signal is modulated at a well-defined
frequency, the detection bandwidth can
be appropriately limited in order to help
reduce signal noise.
Camera-based systems are also available for measurements in the frequency
domain. The greatest challenge here is the
modulation required in the image acquisition, and until recently this was only
possible via modulated amplification of
an image intensifier tube placed in front
of the camera. Suchsystems are available
from Lambert Instruments, Princeton
Instruments and LaVision BioTec. The
systems can also be found in a number
of research laboratories; however, these
are complex systems. Having a modulation source with an amplitude of several
hundred volts for the image intensifier is not exactly trivial. An external
frequency source must also be coupled
to a modulation-capable light source and
controlled. In the past, lasers could only

be modulated this way via acousto-optic
or electro-optic modulators. For these reasons, fluorescence lifetime measurements
in the frequency domain have remained
the field of specialists, and it has not seen
broad adoption as a general tool in laboratory testing and in research.

New image sensors
and camera systems
New CMOS image sensors have been
developed in the last 10 to 15 years that
permit modulation of the captured image. Essentially similar pixel structures,
which have been developed both at the
University of Siegen and at the Centre
Suisse d'Electronique et Microtechnique
SA, allow transportation of the lightinduced carriers into one of two pixel
bins. By controlling the direction of
charged carriers in an alternating manner,
phase-sensitive 0° and 180° images can
be acquired. These image sensors have
been used to develop distance measuring
cameras by measuring the time of flight
it takes to come back to the image sensor.
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In 2006, one of these distance-measuring
cameras was modified and successfully
applied for FLIM 3 .
In recent years, a research program
funded by the German Federal Ministry
of Ed ucation and Research (BMBF) has
led to the development of a specialized CMOS image sensor that ideally caters to the demands of lifetime
imaging measurements. This image
sensor has now been integrated into a
FLIM camera system 4 • The fluorescence
lifetime camera system integrates both
camera and modulation signal generation. Consequently, the camera can be
used with new, modulation-capable laser
diode modules to provide a complete
FLIM system (Figure 4). A selection of
the technical specifications is given in
Table 1.
The 1-MP sensor is the highest resolution time-of-flight (TOF) image sensor
yet available and also provides a high
frame rate. The latter is reduced through
the need to acquire four image pairs to
an effective 22 frames per second, but
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it is nonetheless faster than previous
imagi ng lifetime measurement systems. The quantum efficiency is higher
than for image intensifiers, although

naturally without amplification. Despite
this, the camera system has been used
successfully with weakly emitting dyes
(Figures 4-6).

pco.film

Parameter
Resolution

1008

x 1008 Pixel

Pixel Size

5.6 X 5.6 µm 2

Frame Rate

90 Frames/s
5 kH z .. 40 MHz

Modulation Frequency (Out)

500 kHz .. 40 MHz

Modulation Frequency (In)

39%

Quantum Efficiency (Peak)
Dynamic Range

>1 : 1024

Readout Noise

14 e

Exposure Time Range

+ 5 °c

Cooled Temperatu re

Appr. 60 W

Power Requirement

Table l. Specifications for the CMOS image sensor that has been integrated into a FLIM camera system
by the German Federal Ministry of Educotion and Research. Courtesy of PCO AG.
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FLIM workflow
A measurement of the lifetime distribution is made as follows:
1. Determination of the necessary
excitation time for the sample to select an
appropriate modulation frequency for the
measurement.
2. Acqu isition of a sequence of reference i mages that are subsequently transferred into computer memory. A sequence
comprises 2 X 2 frame pairs corresponding to the following phase positions:
0°-180° and 90°-270°, as weil as 180°-0°
and 270°-90°. The reacquisition of the
frame pai rs for reversed phase positions is
necessary in order to minimize a remnant
asymmetry in eac h pixel. An added
benefit is that averaging in th is way also
improves the signal to noise.
3. Acquisition of an image sequence
from the sample.
4. Immediate data processing of both
sequences in the computer by the accompanying software.
As an example, measurements were
performed with human embryonal kidney
cells (HEK-293) expressing a protein DJ-1
coupled with a FRET dye pair CFP/YFP
(Figure 5). The expected lifetimes were
in the range of 500 picoseconds up to 3.5
nanoseconds, which could be resolved
even though a sub-optimum modulation
frequency of 30 MHz was used. The total
recording of the displayed image set took
three seconds. Due to the fluorescence
lifetime distribution it can be seen that
the FRET efficiency in the nucleus of the
cell was less compared to the value in the
cytoplasma. FRET efficiency in so-called
membrane sheets growing at the edge of
the cells was Jarger. The measurements
were done to compare the results with
prior art, where identical results were
achieved at a higher speed and better data
quality 5 . Further, as a second example,
the FLIM camera system was applied to
measure the endogenous fluorescence
lifetimes of a plant sample slice, lily of
the valley, where different structures
show significant variances in fluorescence
lifetimes. This can be used to differentiate the plant structures or get additional
information (Figure 6).
As the modulation frequency can be
set anywhere between 5kHz and 40MHz,
mult iple measurements can be performed
- although for each frequency a useable
reference with known decay, or at least
with a significantly shorter decay, is
required. Technical limitations in the
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sensor mean that a readout of each frame
pair must be performed when the excitation light is off, and the necessary dark
gate signal is generated within the camera
system.
Figure 7 shows a pco.flim prototype
mounted to a microscope. Two coaxial
cables transmit modulation and dark
gate signal to the laser diode module. If
modulation frequencies above 20 MHz
are required, for example if lifetimes in
the range of a few nanoseconds have tobe
measured, laser diodes have tobe applied.
That makes the task to homogenously
illuminate the view field of a microscope
with laser light. To solve this issue and
prevent the interference patterns called
speckles, companies, such as Rapp OptoElectronic, have developed an appropriate
laser light source with an optical coupling
unit, including de-speckling, for all major
brands of microscope manufacturers.

Speed and precision
The first results with the new FLIM
camera system in Figure 7 show that
is possible to measure with excellent
precision very fast luminescence lifetime
images with a relatively simple setup
at previously not achieved frame rates.
This approach simplifies the process for
specialists, opens up adoption of the technique for more routine studies, and will
perhaps rejuvenate the field of fluorescence lifetime, as it were.

Flourescence Lifetime lmaging
Microscopy Webinar
Join Photonics Media for a free webinar
on fluorescence lifetime imaging
microscopy in the frequency domain,
presented by PCO, April 14. Author
Gerhard Holst will discuss features
ot the new pco.flim camera and
describe its experimental setup
with a microscope and light source.

Register at Photonics.com/Webinars
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FLS980 Complete Luminescence Laboratory
',. Re•;ear• :h- grade fluorescence spectrometer
·,. Single photon counting, Fluorescence lifetimes (TCSPC)
and Phosphorescence lifetimes (MCS)
> >25,000:1 Water Raman SNR
> Multiple sources and detectors
> Upgrades include - NIR coverage, microscopes, plate
reader module, polarisation, integrating sphere and more
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FSS Photon Counting Spectrofluorometer

> Fluorescence and phosphorescence measurements
capability, including lifetimes, up to 1650 nm
Water Raman SNR, the most sensitive bench-top
fluorometer available
> Transmission detector for UV-VIS absorption spectroscopy
> UV-VIS-NIR range

> >6,000:1
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